REDSS 2014 User Fees Fact Sheet
OHIOCUYAHOGA COUNTY OF OHIO

Core Charges – All REDSS Users pay at least one of the following six rates below, plus any
additional charges subscribed to:


Direct User: ($350.00/mo. - $4200.00/yr.): This is an agency that has a computer
communicating directly with REDSS AND using the REDSS infrastructure to communicate
with LEADS. Ohio LEADS defines this as a “"Terminal Agency", a criminal justice agency
qualifying for an originating agency identifier which has a terminal accessing LEADS.
These users are typically police departments.



Additional Direct User: ($250.00/mo. - $3000.00/yr.): This is the same as a Direct User, an
agency that has a computer communicating directly with the REDSS. However, this agency
is given reduced pricing because another agency within their same political sub-division is a
current Direct User. (Example: City of Cleveland Division of Police is the Direct User; City
of Cleveland Division of Corrections (HOC) is the additional direct user).



In-Direct User: ($100.00/mo. - $1200.00/yr.): This is an agency that does not have a
computer communicating directly to REDSS but rather relies on a Direct User for their
connectivity. Ohio LEADS defines this as a Non-Terminal Agency, “a criminal justice
agency qualifying for an originating agency identifier but not having a land-based terminal.
These users are typically courts, prosecutors, law departments, etc.



Direct User without LEADS Access: ($300.00/mo. - $3600.00/yr.): This is an agency that
has a computer communicating directly with REDSS and access to all REDSS Services, BUT
has NO access to LEADS.



In-Direct User without LEADS Access: ($50.00/mo. - $600.00/yr.): This is an agency that
does not have a computer communicating directly to REDSS but rather relies on a Direct
User without LEADS Access for their connectivity.



Major City Rate: ($10,000.00/yr.): This is for agencies with over 150 sworn police
personnel. This has historically been the City of Cleveland, Division of Police.

Additional Charges – These charges are assessed only to those agencies that subscribe to these
additional services:
LEADS Assessment: This is a pass through charge assessed from Ohio LEADS for access to
LEADS Data. These funds are collected by REDSS and paid to LEADS on behalf of the member
agencies at no additional charge to the user. These costs are based on the type of User you are.
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Direct User/Additional Direct User/ Major City User: ($250.00/mo. - $3000.00/yr.)
In-Direct User with Mobile Access: ($100.00/mo. - $1,200.00/yr.)
In-Direct User: ($50.00/mo. - $600.00/yr.)

Advanced Authentication ($20.00/per user/yr.: Advanced Authentication provides for additional
security to the typical user identification and authentication of login ID and password. This provides a
way for users/agencies to meet the requirements set forth in CJIS rule 5.6.2.2. This is charged on an
annual fee per user (Ex.: 40 users x $20.00 = $800.00/yr.), and is billed during the first quarter invoice.
At this time, there are no maintenance charges being assessed to users of Advanced Authentication in
2014. It is expected that one will be in effect for 2015.
Network Connectivity: This is a pass through charge for
One Community, our current Wide Area Network (WAN)
provider for connectivity between REDSS and User
Agency. This is also referred to as the “network” charge.
Rates charged are based on connectivity speed provided to
your agency, as listed in the chart.

Network Connectivity Fees
Speed

Monthly

Annual Fee

5 Mb

$

650

$

7,800

10 Mb

$

725

$

8,700

20 Mb

$

825

$

9,900

1 Gb

$

2,495

$

29,940

Automated License Plate Readers (ALPR): Currently maintenance cost $1,209 per ALPR system
(cameras and processor) and is covered by Cuyahoga County through a combination of grants and
general fund. If agencies are receiving invoices directly from the vendor, please notify REDSS. There
is no fee for those agencies that use the ALPR software application only (Elsag Operations Center). At
this time, there are no maintenance charges being assessed to users of ALPR in 2014. It is expected that
one will be in effect for 2015.
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS): The Cleveland Division of Police and the
Cuyahoga County Sheriff’s Department jointly purchased and have implemented an automated system
for retaining and identifying fingerprints and palm prints, said system being known as the Cuyahoga
County Regional Automated Fingerprint Identification System (CCRAFIS).
The CCRAFIS provides fingerprint identification capabilities including ten-print fingerprint
identification, latent fingerprint identification, and Rapid-ID fingerprint authentication, and both fixedbase and Mobile Rapid-ID identification. At this time, there are no maintenance charges being
assessed to users of the CCRAFIS in 2014. It is expected that one will be in effect for 2015.
Miscellaneous
Contracts are typically for a period of one (1) year and are renewable annually. Billing is sent out
electronically on a quarterly basis, with payments being due 30 days from billing date. Users may
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opt to pay annually instead of quarterly. For new users starting in the middle of a billing cycle,
some fees can be prorated by month.
For additional information on the REDSS user fees contact Carolyn Ryder at (216) 443-7940 or
cryder@ps.cuyahogacounty.us.
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